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ONE OF THE 80+ CLASSES 
INCLUDED IN YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP

3111 Hayden Road · Columbus, Ohio 43235 · (614) 336-CLUB (2582) · PremieratSawmill.com

*FEATURED THIS MONTH:

NOW THROUGH THE END OF 2008:

INITIATION FEE: DEC. MEMBERSHIP FEE:$0 $0
PLUS, ENTER TO WIN ONE OF THREE GREAT PRIZES:

2 Columbus Crew Tickets
2009 Season

Columbus Blue Jackets
Signed Jersey

OSU Buckeye 
Gameday Package

Food, Gear and Tix included

PREMIER is an Official Partner of the Columbus Crew
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For me, really?

HOLIDAY ‘08

13 SUITLESS
Tis the season.  For our Suitless features this 
issue, we wrapped their profiles with care 
and boxed them up for an easy, relaxed 
read.  Meet a pair of brothers turned 
furniture designers, Columbus’ reigning 
home furnishings collector, and Easton 
Town Center’s most extraordinary keeper 
of beauty and class.

COVER STORY
A hidden treat in this year’s Radio City Christmas Spectacular is that three of the lead 
dancers are from Ohio.  For our Holiday issue, we thought it’d be fun to photograph 
and interview a handful of Rockettes at a few Columbus hotspots to allow their holiday 
personas to glow.  As expected, they shined like the stars they are.   24

from the editor
editor@columbusmag.com

45 RIDE 23
Looking at this month’s Ride 23 owner and 
you would never guess the kind of records 
he has already accomplished in his short 
lifetime.  The owner of these race bikes is 
Jeremy R. Teasley, a 17-year-old senior at 
Central Crossing High school in Grove City.   
He’s a Columbus native with nothing but 
nitrous running through his veins. 

47 BEYOND 270
There is a chill that usually accompanies 
something that catches us by surprise.  
It’s the feeling that comes right before 
Jason Voorhees jumps out of the bushes 
or when Rod Sterling pops out and tells 
you that you’re entering the Twilight Zone.  
Sometimes it’s called the heebee jeebees. 
Sometimes it’s called the Phantods.

48 FINAL WORD
Since this is our Holiday issue and sharing is 
key, we thought it’d be fun to bring together 
two Columbus hitters that know each other 
more than they’d like to admit at times.   Meet 
longtime friends and PICA partners Vincent 
Volpi (CEO) and Luis Alcalde (President).  
This time around, Vincent was able to get 
the Final Word.

18 9 for $9
Nothing is more annoying than to have 38 
minutes left of your supposed one-hour 
lunch break and find out that the place 
you’ve chosen flat-out sucks or doesn’t fit 
its reputation’s bill.  Well, here are 9 places 
to dine with at least one wickedly yummy 
dish that could stand as a meal during your 
lunch hour.  Oh, and they are all $9.  

34 RESTAURANT FEATURE
Joe Saccone and Rick Hauck answered 
Columbus’ call for a big-time steakhouse 
in Ohio 20 years ago.  So what do they 
do for an encore?  You might not believe 
it, but the ritziest place in town now has 
a sidekick, with all the class and sexiness 
you have grown to expect.  Call it what you 
want, but on a ten scale, it’s an Eleven. 

Jason Ohlson at German Village Coffee Shop.

Having had the unique pleasure of watching 
my 3-year-old frolic through the toy store, 
I am now absolved of any feelings of guilt 
for not buying everyone everything on their 
holiday wish list this year.  Finger crayons 
and a pair of plastic drum sticks, for Pete’s 
sake, were my son’s calling, and I would have 
never guessed it in a million years.

If I had shopped for my son like I normally 
feel compelled to shop for friends and family, 
I would have spent the equivalent of a third 
world country’s economy on items he neither 
cared for nor really wanted.   Instead, I waited 
patiently until he found his perfect gift, and 
when he did, and he gave me his approval, 
it was an honest exchange.  He didn’t lie and 
pretend to love everything; he truly searched 
for his perfect possession. I, too, was honest 
and didn’t force my interests, likes and 
wishes upon him.  I simply watched, listened 
and gave him exactly what he wanted.

The moment was beautiful, because it 
illuminated the “shunned” side of gift giving—
receiving.   The disproportionate amount of 
attention we give to our giving of gifts must 
be attributed to our self-absorbed tradition 
of asking for too much.  We give so that we 
may receive.  It’s an old I/O Psychology trick 
called the “Door in the Face” technique.  You 
ask for more than what is reasonable just to 
get a return on what you really want.  Ex. I 
want a 728i BMW, a Presidential Rolex and a 
live-in masseuse.  No?  Okay.  I’ll settle for a 
wide-screen plasma TV then. 

The truth, and everyone knows it, is that 
receiving should be as much fun as giving.  
This year, I suggest not beating around the 
gift-giving bush and getting right to the point, 
which is getting people exactly what they 
want.  Consider this issue of C the pebble 
down the hill—our gift to you.  We feel good 
making you feel good.  Happy Holidays.

Jason E. Ohlson
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DEREK JETER. humanitarian, leader, athlete.

the art of performance
special edition derek jeter chronograph.

back engraved with derek’s name/number.
only 1000 pieces. series800.com
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Suitless
 c what they do

If you take a quick glimpse at the career 
paths of twin brothers Brandon and 
Randy Dupler, it appears that they are 
twins in almost every way.  They both 
graduated from the same Columbus 
high school, both went to Ohio State 
and joined the same fraternity, and both 
had a long career in office environment 
industry with the same previous 
employer. Their differences, however, 
are what make them a successful duo 
and allowed them to start their business, 
Dupler Office.

“We both have very different 
personalities and different skill sets,” 
says Randy.  “Brandon is on the business 
development side and networks with the 
business community, where I have a 
tendency to do things on the operational 
side.  We compliment each other well.”

About six years ago, the Dupler brothers 
decided to look at the possibility 
of starting their own office design 
business.  Both did their research in 
different areas to test the waters. After 
being approached by Allsteel furniture 
to create a partnership, Dupler Office 
was born.  In 2006, the two started 
working together again, only this time 
as principal partners.  

“It was kind of a dream of ours to be able 
to work together again as twins,” says 
Randy. “This business was something 
that I think we really had a passion for, 
so it was good to get back to it.”

Dupler Office, as it is obvious by 
walking into their own offices, prides 
itself on creating a work environment 
that is indicative of the feeling and 
stimulation that a company wants to 
create and reflect.  They work with 
clients on their specific needs using their 
modern design techniques.  “Usually, 
when a client comes to us, it’s not 
just because they want to change the 
furniture in the office,” says Brandon.  
“It’s because they want to change the 
office environment to reflect a change in 
the attitude and focus of a company.”

For more information on Dupler office 
go to www.dupleroffice.com 

Sitting Easy
Randy & Brandon 
Dupler
story | Cary smith
Photo | eric Wagner
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Award winning hand
crafted microbrews

Chef driven, beer 
inspired lunch & 
dinner menus 

Extensive wine
and spirits list

Reservations accepted

Classic dart boards & 
antique billiards tables

F

F

F

F

161 N. High St. 
Columbus OH 43215

614.228.0500 
www.elevatorbrewing.com

Cheers to 
You and Yours 

Give and Receive This Holiday
Purchase $100 in Gift Cards
Receive a $20 Bonus Gift Card

Bexely Square 2232. E. Main St.
Bexely, OH 43209 | 614.239.6665

www.BexelysMonk.com

Hours of Operation:
M-Fri: 11:30 am - 2:30 pm

M - Th: 5:30 pm - 10 pm
Fri & Sat: 5:30 pm - 11 pm

Sun: 5:30 pm - 9 pm
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SUITLESS

Tiffany & Co.  The name alone seems 
almost beautiful.  For over 170 years, 
they have afforded each and every 
woman a chance to celebrate her inner 
beauty.  Their simple and elegant 
designs are truly timeless, for they are 
near perfect reflections of the ever-
changing world in which we live.  To 
look into this company is to look into 
the annuls of the “American Dream.”  
From the swords of generals to the 
necks of famous First Ladies and iconic 
actresses to the wrists of 16-year-old 
girls, Tiffany & Co.’s designs have 
been entrusted to eternalize moments 
in time so that they never lose their 
luster or charm.

“Take for example pearls,” says 
Christiane Branderhorst, Director of 
Columbus’ very own Tiffany & Co. 
at Easton Town Center.  “They are not 
just a birthday or wedding gift; they 
embody an entire lifetime of sacred 
moments.  At Tiffany & Co., we get the 
beautiful opportunity to celebrate the 
best moments of people’s lives.”  On a 
grand level, this point is best illustrated 
by the championship trophies Tiffany 
& Co. designs and engraves.  Take a 
look at the Crew’s 2008 MLS trophy or 
any of the Vince Lomabardi trophies—
they’re Tiffany & Co. all the way.

Branderhorst has dedicated nearly 
two decades of her life to celebrating 
Tiffany & Co.’s culture, a culture that 
humbly began with the selling of fancy 
goods.  “One big misconception about 
us is that luxury equals exclusivity 
or snobbery,” says Branderhorst.  “It 
doesn’t.  Luxury is not defined by the 
one asking for its definition, but by the 
one defining it.”

When you walk into Branderhorst’s 
store, you’ll find that everyone is 
happy, genuinely happy.  Whether you 
are looking for a $30 set of playing 
cards or a 20-carat $6,500,000 ring, 
your experience matters.  It must, for as 
Branderhorst and Tiffany & Co. see it, 
you are about to embark on a lifetime 
of celebration together. 

Charming
Christiane 
Branderhorst
story | Jason e. ohlson
Photo | eric Wagner
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When you give Cameron Mitchell Restaurants’ 

gift cards, you are giving lasting memories 

of special times with family or friends — 

a gift of togetherness.

*Offer available until 12/31/08. Bonus cards are valid for 
food only, Sunday- Thursday, January 4 - March 1, 2009. 

Not valid with any other discount or offer.

Receive A

$25 Bonus Card Reward
with every $100 gift card purchase*

Give the gift of togetherness.
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SUITLESS

The unique appeal found lining the 
shelves in a store like Collier West in 
the Short North is something that would 
be more expected in the boroughs of 
New York or a major European city 
than here in Ohio.  The same could 
be said for Suzi West, co-owner of the 
homewares boutique and a constant 
globe trekker, who could easily fit in 
on the streets of Paris.  Thankfully for 
us, she’s chosen to bring it all back to 
Columbus with her.

“I’m always on the look out for 
something unique that I can add to the 
store,” says West. “I have a saying: 
I buy something when it blows my 
hair back.” 

Inspired in 2004 by a recently 
purchased and empty home in the 
Hocking Valley, West created a mix 
of rustic and European décor that 
would later make up the majority of 
Collier West’s inventory.  After a 10-
year career as a visual director with 
Limited Brands, West partnered with 
friend Mary Jo Collier to bring her 
vision to reality. 

After just five months, Collier West 
had to relocate its vast array of 
chandeliers and antiques to a larger 
space on High Street when consumer 
demand pushed for it.  “When I was at 
Limited, I used to always think about 
the niches in the market that there 
was a need to fill,” says West.  “There 
was a real demand for what Collier 
West brings to Columbus, more than 
I originally imagined.”

West plans on going on more 
international shopping excursions to 
add to her arsenal for the 2009 season.  
“The average shopping experience 
here is somewhere around forty 
minutes,” she says.  “The store almost 
plays like a mix of a museum and a 
store.  There’s a lot to process.” 

For more information on Collier West 
go to www.collierwest.com

A Rare Find
Suzi West
story | Cary smith
Photo | eric Wagner
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This eclectic restaurant, founded by a former 
brand manager for Pepsi, has successfully 
brought some of the most recognizable noodle 
and pasta dishes from around the world together 
on one menu.  Asian, Mediterranean and 
American culinary traditions inspire most of the 
offerings, which are prepared fresh daily using 
specially selected ingredients from around the 
world.  During our visit, we tried a TRIO Meal 
($7.25) that included Penne Rosa (spinach, 
mushrooms and penne pasta sautéed in a spicy 
tomato cream and topped with feta) Parmesan 
Crusted Chicken Breast and a Caesar Side 
Salad.  For an in-and-out restaurant, Noodlesí 
really puts out some super-consistent, super-
tasty fare. Check ‘em out.  They’re no joke.

Attention chocolate lovers and foodies alike, if you’re in the mood for a decadent lunch 
with a unique twist, try Chocolate Café. Not only do you get to choose from luscious 
chocolates by the piece or pound, sinful specialty drinks and explosive deserts, but you 
also get to choose from their selection of Midwestern favorites. We would recommend the 
Reuben ($6.99) on at least one of your visits.  It makes for a perfect base when prepping 
your tummy for a dinner date with dessert. 

Reuben ($6.99)

Since its debut in the early 1970s, Grease, 
the story of “bad boy” Danny and “the girl 
next door” Sandy, has found its way into 
several Broadway productions, a major 
motion picture (with a cult-like sequel) and 
jumpstarted the careers of the likes of John 
Travolta, Olivia Newton-John and Patrick 
Swazye.  It even made Rosie O’Donnell a 
Broadway star, too!

Now, “the one that you want is back” in 
Columbus from December 16th – 21st at 
the Palace Theatre.  Joining the cast with 
his rendition of “Beauty School Dropout” is 
Season 5 winner Taylor Hicks as Teen Angel.  
“I am incredibly excited to be a part of one of 
my favorite musicals,” Hicks said in a press 
release. “The Soul Patrol’s (Hicks’ group of 
rowdy fans) gonna invade Broadway!” 

Hicks joins Clay Aiken, Fantasia Barrino, 
Tamyra Gray, Frenchie Davis, Diana 
DeGarmo and Constantine Maroulis on the 
list of Idol winners and contestants who have 
appeared in Broadway productions in the past 
several years.  

The musical, although set in 1959 in fictional 
Rydell High in Chicago, transcends any age 
bracket and includes all of your favorite songs 
from the show and movie, including “Summer 
Nights,” “Greased Lightnin’’” and “We Go 
Together.”  So grab your poodle skirt and 
your saddle shoes and get ready to “Hand 
Jive” the night away.  You better hurry and 
get your tickets now before Hicks’ Soul Patrol 
grabs them all up!

Grease

More Art to C >>>

Nine for $9
 c your lunch

Joy Ride
The big easy ($7.95)Pulled Pork sandwiches ($8.75)

TRio meal ($7.25)

They are making no bones about it: Gallo’s 
Tap Room serves bar food.  You know: nachos, 
cheese fries, chicken tenders, burgers and 
sandwiches.  They do it under a bunch of high 
definition televisions, while conversation-level 
Rock and Roll provides the background.   Oh, 
yeah – they’ve got beer.  It is a tap room, after 
all.  What sets Gallo’s apart from your garden-
variety tap room, however, is the quality of the 
food.  It’s all homemade, from the apple coleslaw 
to the teriyaki citrus wasabi wing sauce. Their 
take on New Orleans’ classic muffaletta, which 
they call The Big Easy ($7.95), contains the 
most delicious olive salad in all of the Eastern 
and most of the Central time zones.

Ask anyone in the service industry who 
works tough late hours downtown where to 
go for a cold beer and a killer sandwich and 
there’s a great chance he or she will tell you 
Flatiron Bar and Diner.  Why?  Because they 
care more about sit-down-easy comfort and 
a good meal than they do fancy décor and 
lighting.  On your next day off or after work, 
stop by Flatiron, grab a seat at the bar and 
order up a pint of your favorite beer and one 
of their Pulled Pork Sandwiches ($8.75).  
This entirely homemade sandwich is loaded 
with coleslaw and pulled pork dredged in a 
North Carolina style barbeque sauce.  What 
more could you want?

Flatiron Bar & Diner
129 E. Nationwide Blvd. (614) 444-7204

Chocolate Café
1855 Northwest Blvd. (614) 485-2233

Straight from Hong Kong, but nestled off South 
High Street and Route 104, the Leung family 
has cooked Chinese cuisine in Columbus for 
25 years.  The Rice Bowl is best known in the 
south end for their Wor Su Gai, Chicken with 
Cashews and their Chinese New Year festivities.  
The relaxed dining room with attentive service 
is almost as refreshing as a frosty Tsingtao and 
Singapore Noodle ($7.25): BBQ pork and 
shrimp, stir-fried in a spicy curry sauce with 
rice noodles, mushrooms, snow peapods and 
crispy water chestnuts. singapore noodle ($7.25)

Rice Bowl
2300 S. High St. (614) 445-8828

Noodles & Co.
1390 W. 5th Ave. (614) 487-8253

Gallo’s Tap Room
5019 Olentangy River Rd. (614) 457-2394
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Find your

MoJoe Lounge
Short North

600 N. High St.
614.225.1563

MoJoe Lounge
German Village
627 S. Third St.
614.221.1563

Mid-day

145 Easton Town Center
www.columbusfunnybone.com

Call for Info.
614.471.5653

IT’S OK TO LAUGH
WITH YOUR MOUTH FULL

Make your getaway to 
Ashland County!

Make your getaway to 
Ashland County!

Come, stay, play. 

Enjoy camping, 
shopping, sports, 
fairs and festivals.

You'll be glad you did.

Take in the beauty of 
Mohican Country.

877-581-2345                             877-266-4422
www.ashlandohio.com                                                  www.loudonville-mohican.com
877-581-2345

www.visitashlandohio.com
877-266-4422

www.loudonville-mohican.com

New Albany’s

Art Gallery
Premier

45 Second Street
New Albany OH 43054

614 855 4856
hayleygallery.com
Open December 7, 14, and 21

1:00 PM to 4:00 PM
Upcoming Events
Meet the Jewelry Artists &
Create Something Beautiful
Fri. Dec. 12, 10AM to 5PM
Sat. Dec. 13, 11AM to 5PM
Sun. Dec. 14, 1PM to 4PM
Gala New Years Eve Party
& Kim Thanasiu Reception
Wed. Dec. 31, 9:30PM
Brunch with the Glass Artists 
of Hayley Gallery
Sun. Feb. 22, 1PM to 4PM

Discover original Artwork, 
Jewelry, Accessories, Judaica 
and Ornaments - this is the 
year to give one-of-a-kind 
holiday gifts made in Ohio.



Find your

MoJoe Lounge
Short North

600 N. High St.
614.225.1563

MoJoe Lounge
German Village
627 S. Third St.
614.221.1563

Midnight

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS

Weekdays 7am – 4pm  Saturdays 8am – 2pm

Start your weekend off right

Warehouse Café in Downtown Columbus
243 North 5th St.
(614) 224-3134
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It could have been either evolution or intelligent design that morphed a small antique store 
into a chain of unique sandwich shops, but it doesn’t really matter.  What matters is that 
everything at Potbelly is crazy cheap and ridiculously good.  The freshly toasted sandwiches 
are over-full of thinly sliced meats, handmade tuna and chicken salads, and/or meatballs.  
Each sandwich is good for about a dozen napkins, ‘cause the delicious dressings, hot pepper 
juice, mayo, mustard and whatnot are bound and determined to make it to the elbow.  One 
of their sandwiches barely has room for sauce, since it has salami, roast beef, turkey, ham 
and Swiss taking up most of the room.  It’s A Wreck ($4.47).

In 1835, Andrew Jackson was president, Darwin was visiting the Galapagos Islands and the 
Worthington Inn was built.  Well, all hail the evolution of the Inn from private residence to 
hotel to a restaurant stacked with cultural richness, romantic ambiance, live jazz, a gourmet 
menu supported by local farmers, and even an herb garden tended to by the chef.  Patrons 
take pleasure in the spirits of the past and the spirits of the bar’s fine single-malt scotches, 
vast wine selection and The Red Oak Salad ($7.00).  Plump strawberries, candied pecans, 
Manchego cheese and apple-balsamic vinaigrette make it one the city’s finest. 

Mohawk, located on the German Village 
street of the same name, knows by simply 
observing their impressive stock of return 
clientele each day that they are indeed a 
community favorite.  Much of Mohawk’s 
success is due to their reliable staff.  They 
seem to like coming to work and always  
check their problems at the door—a habit 
most diners happily pick up.  The rest of 
the credit goes to Mohawk’s menu.  Their 
one-of-a-kind Turtle Soup slays with a 
pint of Guinness, as does their signature 
Adobo Pork Salad, and their all-you-can-
eat “specialty nites” leave no diner hungry.  
During our last visit, we dove straight into 
their tasty Bratwurst Sandwich ($8.49). 

More Art to C >>>

The big easy ($7.95) Red oak salad ($7)

a Wreck ($4.47)

beef brisket sandwich ($6.95)

bratwurst sandwich ($8.49)

DOn’t see YOur fAvOrIte pLAce?
If it’s less than nine bucks for a lunch, 

e-mail us at editor@columbusmag.com

Y’gotta know the High Beck.  It’s been there 
since 1921 for crying out loud – 1921!  Eighty 
years in the restaurant business…  how the 
heck?!?  It’s simple really: really simple 
delicious food, friendly engaging service and 
beer.  The Beef Brisket Sandwich ($6.95) 
could easily hold its own with some place 
that just does brisket.  When Columbus’ own 
“Boy Howdy” barbeque sauce is added to the 
mix, the brisket battle is over and the victor 
is manifestly High Beck.  For the lunatics 
who don’t want brisket (or those who have 
already had too much brisket this week) 
there are huge salads, subs, sandwiches, 
burgers and daily specials as well. 

singapore noodle ($7.25)

Once a nomad theatre group that performed 
anywhere (and we mean anywhere) from a 
basement to an alley, MadLab Theatre has grown 
up.  Their main goal is to create work that not only 
makes normal theatre goers feel challenged, but 
also make the non-theatre lover a convert!   Their 
latest creation, Split, running until December 20th, 
does just that.  For more information check out 
www.madlab.net.

Breaking Up
If you are like most families, the holidays mean a 
traditional trip downtown to see The Nutcracker.  
But, if you are looking for something a little different 
this year and want to leave the kids at home, why not 
check out Cracked Nuts at Balletmet’s performance 
space, December 26th – 28th.  This production is 
recommended for mature audiences and demands 
audience participation, so be prepared to be part of the 
show. This ain’t your mama’s Nutcracker.

Crackin’ Up

Originally a one-time concert concept, Cherish 
the Ladies has grown to a traditional Irish music 
sensation, blending artistic instrumental skill and 
captivating vocals.  Now the most sought-after 
Irish-American Celtic performers, this group truly 
embodies Irish culture and presents it in a unique 
and humorous way.  Cherish it for yourself, Friday, 
December 19th at the Southern Theatre.

Go Green!
Join the King Arts Complex and the citywide Kwanzaa 
Committee for a unique celebration on December 27th.  
The Kujichagulia Kwanzaa Ball will celebrate the 
holiday as well as provide tribute to actress, composer, 
singer, educator, and author, Nana Camille Yarbrough.  
The free event will also include an evening of 
dance, music and various artifacts, jewelry, texts and 
accessories for sale.  

Have a Ball!

Potbelly Sandwich Works
17 S. High St. (614) 224-1976

Worthington Inn
694 High St. (614) 885-2600

Mohawk
819 Mohawk St. (614) 444-7204

High Beck Tavern
564 S. High St. (614) 224-0877
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2350 E. Dublin-Granville Rd. 
Columbus, OH 43229
614.895.3330

2038 Bethel Rd. 
Columbus, OH 43235

614.459.3933

Carry-Out | Banquet Facilities | Catering Services Available

Columbus’ Best Gourmet 
Chinese Dining

~Jon Christensen

Gift cards are great for giving this holiday season.
Purchase a $50 gift card, receive a FREE $10 gift card!
Purchase a $100 gift card, receive a FREE $20 gift card!

Offer valid between November 27 - December 31. While supplies last.



583 E Broad St Columbus, OH 43215 (614) 233-3000 
www.barofmodernart.com

an

EXTRAORDINARY

Venue
for

your

EXTRAORDINARY

Event

790 N High St.
Columbus, OH 43215 

• 614-294-7656 •

Introducing 
Our Red-Hot Private 

Party Space!

Call Now to Reserve Your 
Party up to 200 People

Heat Up Your 
Holidays To

200
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story: Jason e. ohlson | Photography: eric Wagner
location: hyde Park Prime steakhouse, eleven, mojoe lounge & nationwide arena

Finely Tuned
Columbus is a Midwestern city with a Big Apple feel, so it is fitting that we can complete—as we 
have in recent years passed—our equation of holiday happiness with the addition of the The Radio 
City Christmas Spectacular.  For more than three quarters of a century, the Radio City Rockettes have 
long been a legendary force in entertainment.  Theirs is a rich history filled with endless dedication 
to precision dance that is unlike any other dance organization in the country.  Now they are here to 
deliver the same wonder, joy and excitement that New Yorkers have felt for years.

This year marks the debut of the biggest production of The Radio City Christmas Spectacular, starring 
the world famous Rockettes, in the show’s 76-year history.  A whole new Spectacular is in store 
for Columbus.  Directed and choreographed by Linda Haberman, who conceived and directed last 
year’s critically acclaimed 75th celebratory show at Radio City Music Hall, the arena production 
was specifically designed to play in large venues scaled to capacities ranging from 7,000 – 12,000.  
This multi-faceted theatrical touring production will be completely constructed for an arena space, 
allowing the audience to experience the magic of The Christmas Spectacular at the grandest scale ever 
imagined by the Radio City creative team. 
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Rockettes (L to R) Mary Capellas, Melissa Thomas, Laura Danelski and Anna Richardson, at Eleven.
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Hitting the road with twenty-
six trucks and sixteen buses, 
the show will celebrate 

Christmas with dramatic arena lighting 
effects; breathtaking imagery; flying 
sequences; new musical compositions 
and an array of glamorous new 
costumes.  The touring production 
will feature high-energy, tap-infused 
Rockette performance numbers, 
breathtaking sets that will surround 
the audience and special effects that 
will leave viewers in complete awe.

A hidden treat in this year’s 
performance is that three of the lead 
dancers are from Ohio.  For our 
Holiday  issue this year, we thought it’d 
be fun to photograph and interview a 
handful of dancers at a few Columbus 
hotspots to allow their holiday 
personas to shine.  As expected, 
Anna Richardson (Westerville), Mary 
Capellas (Warren), Melissa Thomas 
(Parma) and Laura Danelski made 
holiday magic every step they took.  

C Mag: Mary, give us a little 
background on where you come from 
and what you’ve done lately.
Mary: I grew up in Warren, Ohio. 
I began dancing in when I was in 
kindergarten.  My dance teacher 
was a Rockette and that’s how I was 
introduced to the Rockettes.  I went to 
Ohio University and then the summer 
before my senior year I went to an 
audition.  Afterwards, I had to call my 
mom for a plane ticket to Germany and 
a passport, so I went to Germany and 
toured with 42nd Street for a while, did 
a few cruise ships and then I lucked 
out at my Rockette audition and made 
it my first try.  I’ve been dancing with 
them for the past ten years. 

C Mag: What are some things coming 
up for you in 2009?
Mary: I teach dance to high school 
kids and teach Pilates to adults.  I 
also tour and judge with dance 
competitions and teach master dance 
classes across the country.

C Mag: How do you take the whole 
dance culture phenomenon that’s 
taking place with hit shows like 
So You Think You Can Dance and 
Dancing with the Stars?
Mary: I love it.  I think it is great to 
introduce the population to dance in 
a new and different way.  I grew up 
watching old Jean Kelly movies and 
Fred Astaire and that’s how I really 
became involved in dance and through 
my dance teacher. I think it is great 
that it has become more accessible to 
a much wider audience. 
Laura: I feel thrilled about the role 

It takes more than 175 people just to stage The Radio City Christmas Spectacular Arena tour:
24 Radio City Rockettes, alongside Santa, 18 ensemble, 8 singers, 8 children, 4 skaters and more.

mary, anna, laura and melissa at hyde Park on the Cap.
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GermainLexus.com
614 . 383 . 5998

Germain Lexus of EastonGermain Lexus of Dublin
614 . 383 . 5978161 and Sawmill Road Easton Town Center

Now through January 2,
you’ll find remarkable values on
the Lexus you’ve always wanted.

Make this December
one to really remember.

Lexus IS 250 RWD Lexus ES 350 Lexus RX 350 AWD
New 2008 New 2008 New 2009

$399 48
Month
Lease*

$429 48
Month
Lease*

$46948
Month
Lease*

* 48 months, $1,995 due at signing plus tax, tag, title. On approved credit. 10,000 miles per year, . 20-cents per mile thereafter.

Only At Germain Lexus.



475 S. 3rd St.
Columbus, Ohio 43215

614.228.3354
f. 614.228.7297www.katzingers.com

No, you’re not dreaming.  It’s all here...

Sample first, then decide

70+ artisan cheeses

domestic and import

15+ dif erent breads changing dailyEstate bottled olive oils

and much more

60+ dif erent sandwichesvoted best in th
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dance has taken on in media, in the 
country and even throughout the 
world.  Even in commercials these 
days you’ll see dance.  I think the 
movie musicals that are accessible to 
kids now are amazing.  Like Mary, I 
grew up watching Fred Astaire, Ben 
Crosby, Jane Kelly and all of their 
movies.  I’m just excited that kids 
can see those today, but with a new 
twist.  To speak to that, our show, The 
Radio City Christmas Spectacular, 
has evolved through the years and 
we still have the classic elements like 
“The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers” 
and the “Living Nativity.”  We have 
done those every year since 1933, but 
the show that is coming to Columbus 
has brought in new-age technology, 
different dance moves and different 
elements.  The physicality of the 
show and just the sheer number of 
kicks that the audience will see…   
We have really amped it up, and we 
are just excited to bring such a great 
production across the country and to 
add to the dance that is out there. 

C Mag: Anna, how does it affect 
your future as a dancer?
Anna:  I totally agree with 

everything that Mary and Laura have 
said.  As a professional dancer, the 
jobs are pretty sacred; there is not 
that much stability to it.  But with 
the media and a lot more shows 
coming out, there is so much more 
opportunity for us as professional 
dancers, so it is really great to see 
America become a lot more familiar 
with what we do and how they have 
formed an appreciation for it.  So 
when shows like The Radio City 
Christmas Spectacular come to town, 
they have a greater appreciation for 
it and they want to go out and see 
everything they get to see on TV all 
the time. 

C Mag: I think that with what’s 
coming out now on TV, the area 
between the art and the viewer is 
getting finer.  People are getting 
the art of dance; they’re starting 
to understand a Mia Michaels 
routine.  For a long time, I think that 
people just stepped away.  Do you 
think people are becoming more 
intelligent, or do you think people are 
becoming more aware of the art?
Mary: I think that because dance 
is more accessible the audiences 

are now able to see it and hear the 
critiques.  I think the audience feels 
a little safer now and they start to 
understand and appreciate what goes 
behind it—especially in the medium 
of television where the audience 
can see the background.  They can’t 
come to our rehearsal and they just 
see the end product, but now with 
these other things and that they see 
the rehearsal process, hopefully it 
opens the doors and explains a little 
bit more.

C Mag: With the physicality and skill 
that go into being a universal dancer, 
where do you place the dancer in the 
context of professional sports?
Anna: Radio City Rockettes are 
defiantly treated as athletes.  We do 
up to four shows a day, 17 shows 
a week, and this year we will be 
traveling with an 18-city arena 
tour, so that takes a lot of physical 
strength.  We actually do up to 300 
kicks in one show.  We are treated 
as athletes.  We have a great athletic 
training program.  We have to really 
train our bodies before rehearsals.  
We have to do a lot of cardio, a lot of 
strength training, weight training and 

a lot of dance classes to be able to be 
ready, just as athletes have to be able 
to be ready before their first football 
game.  Dance is an art, but it takes 
just as much strength as most sports. 

C Mag: It says here “never under 
any circumstances let your hat hit the 
stage.”  That’s a huge taboo for you 
guys, right?
Laura: With the hat hitting the stage, 
as professionals, we just have to be 
prepared at any moment for anything 
that could happen on stage.  Shoes 
have come off during performances.  
Some women have had to do a 
number on the ball of their foot until 
they could get off stage to get a 
new shoe.  But we have been pretty 
good about making it work.  We 
have amazing dressers backstage 
and amazing stage managers, so if 
something happens like that, most of 
the time they can get it fixed before 
anyone even knows it happens. We 
are pretty good about making it all 
look seamless. 

C Mag: Mary, tell us how many 
changes of clothes you have in a 
single performance?

More than 1,300 colorful costumes are worn in The Radio City Christmas Spectacular Arena tour. Each Rockette must change costumes 
eight times during each show and in a few of the changeovers, they have as little as 78 seconds in which to change their costumes.

The Rockettes enjoying 
drinks and deserts at 

Mojoe lounge on the Cap.
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Mary: We have 8 different costume changes, one 
of which actually takes place on the stage.

C Mag: Break down some of the more 
extraordinary developments this year and some of 
the newer scenes.
Mary: It is almost completely different than from 
when we were in Columbus last time. We start off 
with a reindeer number; from there, Santa comes 
out and the Rockettes carry Santa on the sleigh.  We 
do a great piece called the “12 Days of Christmas.”  
It’s an eight-minute tap number and we dance all 
the twelve days of Christmas.   And, of course, we 
do The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers.  There is 
a new element that happens and we have some 
young boys in our show this year.  There is an older 
brother and younger brother.  The older is a little 
skeptical of Christmas so Santa introduces them to 
some magic of Christmas—one of which is that he 
makes some snow in the audience and then he gets 
them to fly.  In that scene the magic is there. 

C Mag: Based on last year’s performance, I 
imagine there are things that happen this year that 
go above and beyond. 
Mary: The LED screen is huge and it takes up 
the whole side of the stage.  We also have two 
other stages that we are traveling with; they 
have elevators and turntables that rise and spin.  
The stage is actually like a rock concert, really.   
There is also a runway from the stage.  The same 
people that have done The Rolling Stones, Justin 
Timberlake and Madonna designed our stage.  
With this stage, we can come out from so many 
different places we just sort of pop up.

C Mag: Are there any secrets?
Laura: This isn’t quite a secret, but the Rockettes 
actually don’t touch when we are kicking.  It is 
so that we don’t get pushed or accidentally push 
the women next to you, because that would throw 
off her kicking.  So we dance as one unit and we 
appear to be touching but we are all performing the 
kicks independently on our own.  It is an illusion 
that we are touching each other’s backs. 

C Mag: Do you all insure your legs?
Mary: You know we do. We also have a former 
Rockette that has gone to school and become an 
athletic trainer.  She has developed a wonderful 
program.  It helps us to condition before the season 
and she is there during the entire season.  She also 
has a staff that will go on the road with us.

C Mag: What do you think would be the first three 
words to come out of a 10-year-old’s mouth after 
seeing the show?
Mary: No matter their age, they would be 
awesome, awesome,  awesome!

Radio City Christmas Spectacular is set to play 
a two-day, four-show engagement at Nationwide 
Arena on Tuesday, December 9 and Wednesday, 
December 10.  Show times will be 4 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. each day.

The Rockettes will perform more than 300 eye-high kicks in each show 
totaling 31,500 eye-high kicks during the tour.

The Rockettes heating up the 
walk-in wine cellar at eleven.
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3884 Morse Road
Columbus OH 43219

(614) 428-8880
www.kobeohio.com

Purchase a 
$50 

gift card...

...receive a 
FREE $10 
gift card

Purchase a
$100 

gift card...

 Offer valid between November 27 - December 31

give them a 

gift
they’ll use.

This

holiday
season,

...receive a
FREE $20

gift card

Breakfast at

Table Service
after 5 pm

Happy Hour
From 5 to 7 pm

Voted Columbus’
BEST

French Restaurant
Unique Selection of

Belgian Beers

Worthington | Upper Arlington | Dublin
614.848.6711 614.488.1911 614.763.7151

BEST
Pastry in Columbus
Importing our Own
House Wines from

France
Authentic Brick Oven
Baked French Bread
Owned-Operated by

GiGi & Stan’s Family

OUR DINNER
MENU OFFERS:
Appetizers $4 - 8

Flamekushes $8 - 9
Pasta $10 - 12

French Country
Dinners $12 - 15
Crèpes & Crême

Brulée $5 - 6

Visit us online at www.LaChatelaineBakery.com

Bonjour! 
Bonnes Fêtes

Our gift to you:

Receive a free 

$20 gift card 

when you purchase 

$100 in gift cards.
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The Fare
 c how to dine

Ever since “The Best Steak in 
the City” concept was created 
by Joe Saccone and Rick Hauck 
back in 1988, the starving need 
for a big-time, upscale steakhouse 
here in Ohio was not only met, 
it was obliterated.  For over 20 
years now, this innovative duo 
has overwhelmingly exceeded 
the public’s expectations with a 
collection of restaurants second to 
none.  So what do Joe and Rick do 
for an encore?  You simply won’t 
believe it.  The ritziest place in 
town now has a sidekick, with all 
the class and sexiness you have 
grown to expect.  Is it the bar at 
Hyde Park?  Is it even Hyde Park 
at all?  You can call it whatever 
you want, but on a scale of 1-10, 
you might just call it Eleven.

The best way to completely 
experience this tandem is to 
make an evening of it…and 
a reservation!  Hyde Park is 

accommodating, but also lively, 
so call Scott Mehl at the front 
door to secure your table.  He 
can get you anything you need, 
but you do have to ask.  After 
your reservation is secured, we 
recommend starting at Hyde Park’s 
lounge, where over 100 wines by 
the glass and the best martinis in 
the city will get you and group in 
the mood.  A giant outdoor plaza 
and multi-level lounge provide 
more options than you’ll need, and 
on Saturday nights, the upper bar 
is the place to be.  The bartenders 
are knowledgeable, quick-witted, 
and efficient at aiding the guests 
all night.  There is no substitute for 
great bartending, and this seems to 
be a Hyde Park given. 

You have now made your way 
to the table, and the menus are 
delivered.  You can certainly select 
from their award-winning choices, 
or you can pull out your copy of 

C Magazine for a complete A-Z 
guide on exactly what to get to 
maximize your evening here.  Let’s 
choose the latter.  Your friends and 
collegues will be dazzled when the 
shellfish platter that you ordered 
arrives at the table…if they can 
even see you.  This is a 3-tiered 
seafood lover’s paradise that starts 
with Maine Lobster Cocktail at the 
top!  The second level provides 
you with your own condiment 
section, while the base features 
Alaskan King Crab Legs, Oysters 
on the ½ Shell, and, of course, 
plump shrimp cocktail.  With all of 
this resting on beds of ice, the only 
thing you need is a great bottle of 
Stag’s Leap Chardonnay.  After 
this order, your party will let you 
call the rest of the shots all night…
so here we go.

The thick, juicy steaks are probably 
the reason you’re here, and Hyde 
Park has the cut that will blow 

you away.  The word “Prime” has 
been char-broiled into their official 
title for a reason:  they use 100% 
Midwestern USDA Prime beef, 
corn fed and aged over 28 days.  
This is the top 2% of all the beef 
available in America.  All of the 
cuts they feature have been hand 
selected for Hyde Park, and after 
the signature secret is applied, 
the original concept motto “Best 
Steak in the City” is achieved.  The 
secret?  We asked Chef Jeffrey 
Tincher about that.  “Since we 
broil at such a high temperature 
(about 1800 degrees F) the steaks 
actually inherit a thin coating of 
char around them.  This locks in 
all the juice and natural flavor that 
this high quality beef has to offer,” 
Tincher states.  When asked on 
which steak his bias falls, he said, 
“The Steak Kosar.  I get it nearly 
every time.” 

Ah, the Steak Kosar…certainly 

Primal Needs
Hyde Park Prime Steakhouse & Eleven Story | Matt Turnipseede

Photography | Eric Wagner569 N. High St. Columbus, Ohio 43215 (614) 224-2204
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the patina of Key West

Banana Bean Cafe

www.bananabeancafe.com

Mon - Thurs:
11 am - 10 pm
Friday:
11 am - 11 pm
Saturday:
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Saturday:
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340 Greenlawn Ave
Columbus OH 43206
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COLUMBUS’ OLDEST TRUE STEAKHOUSE

Open for Dinner Monday-Sunday
Live Piano Music 7 Nights a Week

2891 East Main Street
Columbus, Ohio 43209

614-231-8238
www.thetopsteakhouse.com

Never Just A Gift
A gift so perfect you won’t need to do any shopping. 
Give the gift of fine dining at Genji, Columbus’ best 
Japanese Steakhouse.

Never Just A PArty
Genji Japanese Steakhouses are the perfect place for large 
parties. Treat your guests to a meal they’ll  talk about for 
years, as well as an experience they’ll never forget.

2045 Brice Rd
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
PHONE: (614) 864-7888

5874 Sawmill Rd
Dublin, OH 43017

PHONE: (614) 792-2500

It’s Never Just DINNer
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the champion dish of all the Hyde 
Park restaurants.  This MVP of a 
meal starts with a delicious ladle of 
bordelaise sauce that gives the dish 
such an edge.  The steak of your 
choice is then placed in the sauce, and 
promptly crowned with lobster meat.  
Had enough?  Not here!  A generous 
supply of sauce béarnaise is applied 
to the top of the steak & lobster, while 
an asparagus and mushroom garnish 
rest nearby for moral support.  Our 
recommendation is to get the Kosar 
with the Bone-In Filet Mignon for a 
true championship experience.  Your 
guests will either follow suit or envy 
the masterpiece in front of you.

For seafood lovers, the freshest of 
catches await you here, and your 
server will be happy to provide you 
with each days delights.  Stone Crab 
makes a seasonal appearance, and 
Osetra Caviar is available for those 
with a taste for the finer things.  From 
every coast, nook and cranny of fresh 
and oceanic waters, if it tastes good, 
Hyde will have it.

As for private dining, Hyde Park 
Prime Steakhouse has got your 
function covered.  From rehearsal 
dinners and wedding receptions to 
a business meeting sure to impress, 
their sales office will personally 
oversee every minute detail of your 
event.  Chef Tincher has carefully 
selected several menu choices to 
satisfy all types of appetites and 
accounts.  The facility is perfect for 
your next large get-together, with 
comfortable seating that ranges 
from the ultra-elegant Room 11 for 
an intimate party, to several other 
options that can accommodate 20, 30 
and 40 guests.  

Your evening has been a smashing 
success so far, but at Hyde Park, the 

end of dinner marks the beginning of 
Eleven.  Sophisticated and succulent 
are words that accurately describe the 
crowd or the food, and both certainly 
apply.  After-work professionals flock 
for the hot and cold “small plates” 
that satisfy the heartiest appetite, and 
since they’re still Hyde Park, martinis 
reign supreme here, too!  Try the 
unbelievable Filet Mignon Sliders, 
and Lobster Roll Sandwiches to get 
things going.  Got a large group from 
the office?  Try tacking on the Tuna 
Carpaccio and some Black Pepper 
Garlic Wings.  Steaks and sides are 
also available here, and Eleven even 
offers up some incredible desserts to 
cap off your steakhouse experience. 
Oh, and ask Carrie at the bar to 
perform her Absinthe demonstration 
for you.  Any cocktail that was once 
outlawed for having hallucinogenic 
properties is surely something to try 
at least once!  

Bring your game to Eleven on the 
weekends, because this is where 
you’ll see the most polished, and 
chiseled collection of Columbus 
natives out and about.  The steam 
here is real, and flows right into their 
winter patio where the cold nights 
are kept as seductively warm as the 
company that surrounds you.

Joe and Rick have given those of 
us in central Ohio a spot, a place, a 
dynamic city-style bar, and a world-
class steakhouse, all in one.  Come 
early to enjoy the martini specials, 
steaks and people watching at Hyde 
Park, and stay late at Eleven for the…
we’ll let you decide this ending. 

Hyde Park Prime Steakhouse on the 
Cap, and Eleven: the newest chapter 
in the “Choose Your Own Adventure” 
series.  Enjoy!
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Handcrafted Tradition...
Share The Passion This Holiday Season

941 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201

clothing • bicycles • lifestyle
www.paradisegarage.com

The Time Warner Cable HD Lounge seats comprise 
the most exclusive seating area within Nationwide 
Arena. These extraordinary, all-inclusive seats are 
limited in number and all located within the first 12 
rows directly behind the penalty boxes and between 
the face-off circles.

For seating information:

Call 1-800-NHL-COLS
or visit www.BlueJackets.com

Seeing iS Believing
Amazing Views

Prime Buffet

Private Bar

In-Seat Service

Convenience

Private Rest Rooms

All Ages

Score...

...we can control every-
thing but the score.



c’ners
Drop Point

Definitely
Cool
This past October, C Magazine 
partnered with Absolut, Germain 
Mercedes, Astor & Black Clothiers, 
Burning Leaf Cigars and Beyond 
Aesthetics to throw a custom cocktail 
party at Hyde Park’s newest gem, 
Eleven.  Guests enjoyed crafted 
cocktails made with Absolut’s famed 
LA flavor (a rare find in Columbus), 
while taking in the preferred pricing 
benefits and gifts from the presenting 
partners.  This event was the first in a 
C Magazine series that will continue  
through 2009.

Oh What 
A Night
“One Night,” hosted by the Ohio Art 
League, is more than just their annual 
silent auction; it’s a party.  This 
year’s event was titled “One Night: 
High” and took place right on North 
High Street back in October.  While 
mingling and enjoying the culinary 
offerings, patrons could browse 
and bid on art pieces from some 
of the best of Ohio’s professional, 
contemporary artists.
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A  Recipe For  
The Perfect  

Holiday Gift!

 BRAVO! Bethel 
3000 Hayden Rd. 

 791-1245 
 

 BRAVO! Crosswoods 
7470 Vantage Dr.  

888-3881 
www.BravoItalian.com 

Purchase $100 in Gift Cards  
& receive a FREE $20  

Bonus Gift* Card for you!

  Offer Valid 11/03/08 - 12/31/08  
*Bonus Card Valid 1/1/09-3/31/09 

 
Order on-line at: www.bdi-gifts.com

S

 BRIO Easton 
3993 Easton Station 

416-4745 
  

BRIO Polaris 
1500 Polaris Fashion Place   

410-0310 
www.BrioItalian.com 

 Bon Vie Easton 
4089 The Strand East  

416-0463 
www.Bon-Vie.com

BDI.Holiday.CMag2008.Oct28.indd   1 10/27/2008   5:24:42 PM



Salute
Martini Modern Italian, Cameron 
Mitchell Restaurants’ newest 
concept in the Short North Arts 
District, hosted a cocktail preview 
party on Monday, October 13 from 
6:00 to 10:00 p.m.  Guests enjoyed 
wonderful tastings and handcrafted  
cocktails from Martini Modern 
Italian’s celebrated menu, all in 
the restaurant’s cosmopolitan 
surroundings that create its high-
energy atmosphere.  

Cool Bet
This year’s Halloween weekend 
came with a mystique twist this 
year as the Capital Club hosted their 
Monte Carlo Masquerade Casino 
Night on Friday, October 24.  Guests 
dressed the part and toasted their way 
into an after-hours hosted by Tell A 
Friend Promotions where special 
guest DJ Ssagala spun a special set.  
A portion of the proceeds benefited 
the Homeless Families Foundation 
and the YEB Foundation.
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Tanning & Hair Salon
1589 N. High Street • 614.299.5260

in the South Campus Gateway

New Packages Available
Calling all the “sexiest” men!

Men’s skin treatment, back treatment, 

haircut, and spray tan.
2 ½ hours - $115 (Retail $148)

“Man-up” at NTL
Haircut/style with spray tan 

or bronzing bed session.
1 hour - $40 (Retail $48)

A “Serious” Power Hour
Hair style or blowout with spray 
tan or bronzing bed session. 

1 hour - $40 (Retail $50)

“We’re serious about sexy!”

THEGARDENCOLUMBUS.NET
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DROP POINT

Give ‘Em
A Hand
The Columbus Crew announced the 
winners of its team awards on Oct. 
27 at its annual Crew Team Awards 
Ceremony, presented by adidas, 
held at the Lifestyle Communities 
Pavilion.  For the second consecutive 
year, the ceremony was followed by a 
Casino Night, the proceeds of which 
benefited the Crew’s charitable arm, 
the Crew Soccer Foundation.

True 
Colors
Franklin Park Conservatory was 
glowing pink on October 10 for In 
Living Pink, the annual fundraiser 
for the Central Ohio Chapter of the 
Young Survival Coalition.  The Young 
Survival Coalition is dedicated to the 
concerns and issues that are unique 
to young women and breast cancer. 
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WHEEL MEDIC INC
ALUMINUM WHEEL REPAIR AND POWDERCOATING

2971 Silver Dr.
Columbus OH
614.229.9866
wheelmedic.com

We repair and restore wheels
From a Yugo...

...to a Bmw.

Potholes.  Spouses.
Girlfriends.  Curbs.
Boyfriends.  Valets. 
All are natural enemies of 
the modern aluminum alloy 
wheel. Trust Wheel Medic to 
repair and recondition your 
automobile wheels to factory 
new condition.  Don’t let a 
leasing company charge you 
$800 for a replacement when 
you go to trade in your car.  
In most cases, wheels can be 
fully reconditioned for less 
than $150.  Wheel Medic also 
offers chroming, powder-coat-
ing, straightening and custom 
wheel sales.

Check out our brother company:  The Round House
Offering new wheels from Forgeline,  Auto Art, MHT and other quality companies.
www.theroundhouse.ws
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2008 Suzuki Pro Street NOS Hayabusa 
& GSXR 1000 Super Sport

Story | Matt Snyder
Photography | Eric Wagner

Looking at this 17-year-old young 
man, you would never guess the kind 
of records he has already accomplished 
in his short lifetime.  The owner of 
these race bikes is Jeremy R. Teasley, a 
17-year-old senior at Central Crossing 
High School in Grove City.  Jeremy 
is a Columbus native with nitrous 
running through his veins.  His motto: 
“Hometown kid just beating the odds.”  

Jeremy has deep roots in Columbus 
starting with his father James Teasley, 
a multi-time word drag race champion, 
along with his grandfather, a local 
newies hometown hero.  Even Jeremy’s 
two brothers Brandon, the current ET 
street champion, and Cameron, who 
just turned 13 and is ready to follow in 
his big brothers footsteps, are tearing up 
the tracks as soon as they sit on a bike.

Jeremy’s Suzuki race bikes are 
custom built by his only sponsor, MSP 
(Maximum Street Performance) of 
Heath, Ohio.  Jeremy started racing at 

15 on the AMA circuit and has already 
won 11 national events.  He has the #1 
plate in Real Street for 2008 and set 
the national record 5 times.  He also 
holds the #2 plate in Super Sport 1000 
in 2008, while being the current record 
holder of the eight and quarter mile in 
this class.  Just to show you how much 
nitrous is in his blood, he holds the 
current Worlds Fastest Pro Street NOS 
record.  For those of you who watch 
TV, he was also a Pinks all-out finalist 
and episode champion. 

Jeremy is looking forward to the 2009 
season racing his MSP custom built 
Suzuki Pro Street NOS Hayabusa, 
along with his GSXR 1000 super sport 
motorcycles.  For most people, running 
a 7 to 8 second ¼ mile would never 
be possible, but for Jeremy, it is an 
everyday job.  

When you hear the name Teasley on the 
street or track, it would be smart to bet 
on this rising star. 

Ride 23
c how they ride
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Owned by Jeremy R. Teasley
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There is a chill that usually accompanies something that catches us by 
surprise or doesn’t sit well in your stomach.  It’s the feeling that comes 
right before Jason Voorhees jumps out of the bushes or when Rod Sterling 
pops out and tells you that you’re entering the Twilight Zone.  Sometimes 
it’s called the heebee jeebees.  Sometimes it’s called the Phantods. 

The music of Columbus’s Phantods can catch you by surprise with its 
genre-jumping and catchy hooks, but unlike its namesake, it won’t spook 
you—not too much, anyway.  

“I think our ability to switch genres in the middle of a song is something 
that sets us apart from most bands,” says Drummer Kenan Edler.”   That 
and Dan’s Beard, really.”

Formed somewhere in the realm of six years ago by singer and keyboardist 

Gretchen King and guitarist Daniel Hagquist, The Phantods started with 
a distinct idea and a sound that uses a band like Mr. Bungle as a starting 
point.  After a couple of years, bassist Nathan Jacobs and Drummer Kenan 
Edler were added to form the current incarnation of the band.  With their 
sound complete, they went straight to work on their self-titled release.   “It 
was a long time coming, but the record came out a couple of months ago,” 
says Jacobs.  “After trying out studios, we decided to record it ourselves.  
We found that nothing sounded quite as good as Dan’s basement.”  

The self-produced and recorded album displays their signature Polka, Punk 
and Metal fusion, with the strong melodic vocals of King hovering above 
them.  “I like to have the song appear to be something simple on the surface 
lyrically,” says King, “though there’s a lot going on underneath it all.”

For more information on the Phantods go to www.myspace.com/phantods

Crazy Cool 
Phantods Story | Cary Smith

Photo | Eric Wagner
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Beyond 270
 c past the belt
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Contact: David Kaye 
Call: 614.332.6593 or Email: Dkaye@astorandblack.com

FOR YOUR in-home/office APPOINTMENT

Astor & Black is a proud sponsor of this month’s Final Word.

Final Word
 c who’s who
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Interview | Vincent Volpi and Luis Alcalde
Photo | Eric Wagner

Back at Ya
Vincent Volpi & Luis Alcalde

Since this is our Holiday issue and sharing is key, we thought 
it’d be fun to bring together two Columbus hitters that 
know each other more than they’d like to admit at times.   
Meet longtime friends and PICA partners Vincent Volpi 
(CEO) and Luis Alcalde (President).    

Luis Alcalde:  You’re at a party and someone asks you 
what you do.  How do you answer them? 
Vincent Volpi:  How much time do you have?
 
Q: How did you get into the brand protection, 
loss prevention, risk management and security 
consulting business?
A: It was actually a means to an end (to fund law school), 
but I originally got into the business because women like 
men of mystery.
 
Q: What do you like best and least about your job?
A: Being responsible. 

Q: What is your favorite Latin American country 
and why?
A: Colombia.  I have a ranch there and raise horses (and dogs 
to protect my horses).
 
Q: Drink of choice?
A: Ciroc martini, very dry and cold, up with normal Spanish 
Manzanilla olives.
 
Q: Favorite sports team?
A: I loathe watching sports.  However, I like sports, especially 
water sports, running, the gym and martial arts.
 
Q: Idea of a great night?
A: Great company and conversation over good food, wine and 
a tango.

Q: What about you would people be surprised to learn?
A: That I’m not as mean as I look or act.

Q: Are you a good cook?
A: All Italian boys can cook.  Good depends on whoís eating.
 
Q: What are some of the brands that PICA protects?
A: You’d be hard-pressed to name a Fortune 500 Company we 
haven’t done some business with over the years.

Q: What do you look for in employees?
A: Integrity, skill and hunger, more or less in this order.

Q: What do you look for in friends?
A: Integrity, discretion, intelligence, good conversationalist 
and a willingness to save me if I’m kidnapped by the Taliban.

Q: Who do you like to hang out with?
A: My six-year-old daughter.

Q: With all the places you go to all over the world how do 
you feel about Columbus?
A: It will always be home to me.  It also has an outstanding 
quality of life, if you measure quality of life in a balanced way.
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$32,654
FOR MORE INFORMATION  CALL: 864.0780 | 301 N. HAMILTON RD. | COLUMBUS, OH 43213

BYERS VOLVO
WWW.BYERSVOLVO.COM

Utility: anytime, anywhere

2008 VOLVO XC70
$32,564
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